
the hassle-free
parking experience

the two most important
healthcare parking components

Any healthcare estate is a busy, high pressure environment. The last thing the operations

team need is a disparate system unable to integrate. Every parking solution needs to be

an integrated total parking solution with central management and comprehensive

reporting. Anything less adds needless pressure to the team and takes them away from

core operations. Take away the noise.

with care by APT SKIDATA you have the 

healthcare parking solution that will 

streamline operational efficiency and 

enhance staff, patient & visitor parking.

C O N T I N U E D  O N  N E X T  P A G E
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Make it easy to manage

Visiting a hospital can be a stressful event. Everything must be done to reduce patient

and family stress before they even walk into the building – starting in the carpark.

Making the journey from parking a vehicle into the building as short and simple as

possible is key to enhancing their experience.

Make it easy to park



Starting with the foundation of every car park - our core solution is the simplest form of

car park - gates, barriers, pay machines. However in today's parking environment, this is

often just the beginning. 

Add to this an integrated management solution and  comprehensive reporting package

and you can easily deploy a cost effective enterprise parking solution. 

In order to ensure you have the solution that is easy to manage and easy to park, you

can add these components:

care isn't just a product, or even a group of products. It is an entire ecosystem based

around our core parking solution. It offers healthcare providers a flexible solution, built

for you now and capable of growing as you grow. 

C O N T I N U E D  O N  N E X T  P A G E

embrace the ecosystem

"a community

of cooperating

solutions"

Prebook a space, control

staff permits and allow

post exit payment

ensuring simple parking

and improving the parker

journey.

 

ANPR integrated into the

core parking experience

ensuring simple entry for all

vehicles – staff, patients,

visitors and emergency

vehicles.

 

 

From simple free spaces to

in space notifications,

locate ensures efficient

parking, removing the stress

of finding a space.

 

 

Add EV charging to any

location with fully

integrated payment options. 

 

 



C O N T I N U E D  O N  N E X T  P A G E

The first benefit for the operator is central management. An integrated

ecosystem will seemlessly work together in a single converged environment to

give you one management layer so you have complete visibility of your estate.

Adding to the core management capabilities is central reporting. All of the

solutions within care will give you and your business up to date information about

your estate making sure you are totally briefed.

Every parking ecosystem needs support. Our 24x7 support infrastructure gives

you peace of mind to know we are there for you. Raise a support call with our

team any time of the day and get an engineer onsite within 2 hours. You can

even raise minor support cases online with our customer portal as well as seeing

up to date information about everything we are doing onsite. Add this to our

digital.service capability to remotely "dial in" to your system and via video

stream actually see your site.

One of the main factors in a healthcare parking solution is the tariff

management. care provides simple tariff management for all your tariffs -

staff, patients, visitors, bluebadge and emergency vehicles. Tariffs can be set per

group to ensure each parker is charged the correct amount, whichever car park

they go to.

for the
operator

what are the benefits?

for the
parker

Core to a healthcare parking solution is making it easy to park. This journey often

starts before leaving the house. Appointment parking means that there is no

need to stress about trying to find a parking space. Whether you are a patient or a

visitor, you can prebook your space and be guided to that space using our

wayfinding solution when you get to the car park. 

Ensuring that there are multiple payment options for all parkers means that you

are covered for prebooking, short term visitor permits for multiple visits as well as

paying automatically with autopay or simply pay at the machine.

Every member of staff wants an easy journey to work. They also want an easy

journey once they get into the carpark. No more hunting for a space worrying

about being late for work. Staff permits gives any staff group a specific price

and access to staff car parks, ensuring a quick and easy journey.

Adding electric vehicle chargers provides a valuable service for all visitors who

drive EVs as well as improving air quality and reducing emissions near sensitive

communities. It will also add a “green” dimension to the overall perception of the

healthcare environment.



innovate.integrate.operate

GET STARTED TODAY!
Get In Touch
If you have any questions,
simply get in touch with your
APT SKIDATA team.

T: 020 8421 2211
E: sales@aptskidata.co.uk
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